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About This Game

Multicellular will take you back in time, to the dawn of life, when the only creatures living on the planet were single-cell
organisms and small multicellular organisms.

With over 100 different types of cell at your disposal, you can create any type of organism, from the most heavily armoured to
the swiftest, from the most poisonous to the best camouflaged.

In Multicellular, the only limit is your imagination, so get in there and rule this new world!

Survive against hunger, other creatures and even the environment; everything on this planet can kill you! … and will do, if
you're not careful enough.

You can rely only on your own strengths, using your ability to adapt, your cunning and your experience.

You can also play multiplayer games and face difficulties together with some friends, but beware: there will be other players
outside ready to feed on your succulent cells.

The race for evolution has just begun! Will you be in the lead or will you just be a pitiful fossil for the generations to come?

The game modes currently available are:
- Evolution

- Genetic superiority
- King of the Puddle
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- Football

At the moment there are 7 maps, each dedicated to a particular game mode.

Players will have over 100 types of cells available to them, divided into 5 categories.

Each game mode can be played either in single player or multiplayer.
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I like Wakfu better but this one is fine too. I was debating about buying this for a while. I bought the pirate ship one and i had so
many errors on it i got a refund.
This game is much better, its not a game as such but more of a experiance. I bought it on the idea i wanted a quick game to show
to friends and this does the trick. theres a fair few things to interact with and play with, such as ship, suberu car, helecopter ,
attack plane.

The only bad thing was that the TV doesnt work, it says music tracks on there but doesnt play.

if you looking for something to give a insight to VR world maybe get your GF on it as its not a violent game (we know what
some ladies are like) then this on sale is worth the cost i paid around \u00a33.88 (price of a burger but without the kcals and alot
more satisying ). I'm usually not the type of person to leave game reviews, but holy goddamn♥♥♥♥♥♥I enjoyed every minute
of this game. Kudos to you and your team for making such a Metal as ♥♥♥♥ game!. Very Short game. Actually Really Fun get
it :) and its cheap good game 10/10. I'm not sure what to make of the ending but the journey is great!
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Like a Piratey version of Banished, but without any updates since May 2015 you'd be better off playing Banished and not
wasting your time on this.. I wonder how many Pixel Puzzles game are out there in the Steam Store, Decaying Logic what the
actual ♥♥♥♥. I picked up this game at a considerable discount, thanks to the developer's decision to "celebrate" the release of
Mighty No. 9. I played the original version of this game some years ago, but didn't get around to playing this version until today.

At the end of my run as ARES, I was ready to give Extinction Agenda EX a thumbs down, and maybe I still should: It's one of
the jankiest run-and-gun games I have ever played. Asthetically, it's fine: The music is excellent and the sprite work fairly
appealing. Aiming and shooting is just fine thanks to the mouse, but the jumping controls are uniquely unresponsive and
occasionally just fail to work at all. ARES' air dash move is especially difficult to use properly. I must have wasted an hour of
the two hours it took to finish the game just falling into pits. It's also rather difficult to avoid damage, and if not for the in-built
repair ability, I probably would not have gotten anywhere. I imagine I had a similar experience playing the first version of this
game, but that was back in 2011 so I don't remember for sure. Nostalgia makes every game seem better I guess, because I gave
that game a positive review just yesterday. But playing it again was not nearly as fun.

Then, I played Tarus, the new playable character to this version of the game. And let me tell you, playing Tarus is like playing a
different game entirely, and a better one at that. ARES' unwieldy air-dash is replaced with a much simpler to use mid-air hover
move, which allows you to fly around for a short duration. At least once jump segment that gave me no end of trouble with
ARES can be bypassed using Tarus entirely: Though Tarus' cutscenes differ from ARES, the levels do not. His "limit
break"-type move, instead of a smart bomb like ARES, is a invulnerability shield. His weapons, while shorter-ranged and slower
then ARES', do considerably more damage. All this meant that my run as Tarus took about half the time, give or take a few
minutes. I've never seen a disparity between two characters in the same game this huge before. If you get this game, get it on
sale like I did, and don't even bother playing as ARES- Tarus is your bot.. It's a very nice game,The drawbacks are that the map
is too big and there is no pressure for survival. I think we should add some attacks.And we need more bosses. I only played a
few levels and i can tell this is a really fun game. People are complaining about the controls, but I think they suit the game. If it
was easy to control the playermodel then you could beat inlike 2 min (not rly).
I think you guys who dont like the controls havent played oldschool games on oldschool systems, otherwise you wouldnt whine
so much.
kkthxbye. I have played "Puzzle Quest" as handheld for hours, and still consider it as one of the best Match-3-games - mainly
because it combines RPG-Elements with Match-3. Afterwards, however, I was spoilt for any other Match-3-game, such as
"Bejeweled", because they all were...yeah.. boring.
Then I stumbled over "Gems of War." And while the "story"-mode is not as good as at it was with "Puzzle Quest", "questing" in
"Gems of War" is an enjoyable thing so far, too.

"Gems of War" is free to play - but (of course) you can spend a lot of money for in-game purchases. If you have played "Puzzle
Quest" then you remember that your character could use spells (what in most other games are "Power Ups"). In "Gems of War"
you technically "recruit" units, represented by cards. Oh boy, the cards are a chapter on its own. Aside from the fact that each
card can be levelled up by using "Souls", you can improve the rarity (if you have e.g. 6 "white" cards of the same type you can
sacrifice 5, to get a card of the same type, but with a "green" rarity), rarity also influences how "high" the card can level, and
then there are 3 unlockable "passives" for each card which use certain gems which drop in game.
Or you can buy them. Buying stuff for real money starts at 4,99 and can go up until 99 bucks. It's the quick way to get cards
from a higher rarity as from the "normal" keys (the normal keys drop pretty much all the time).

But - if you like to play Match 3 games a lot, and if you are used to some kind of "grinding" : the game gives you the
opportunity to get some nice cards without spending a single penny. First of all, when you do the "kingdom-quests" often
enough you get an epic follower. Some of those are "meh" (at least for me), some of those turned out to be REALLY useful.
The most useful to me is atm Tyri. Not because she does damage. Not because she is a meat-shield. It's because she has a 20%
chance of giving you a treasure-map when she uses her special ability. Now, treasure maps are used for a Mini-game called
"Treasure hunting" - one map equals one try. The goal is to get as many extra turns as possible, to "merge" coins and boxes into
MORE coins and bigger boxes. Because those boxes give you gems, honor and better keys. While Gem-keys and VIP-keys give
you the best chances for epic and legendary and mysterious units you can get a bunch of epic and legendaries from
"Glory"-chests as well.

I cannot confirm, however, that you NEED to spend money to proceed in the game. For the sole Questing-content it should be
enough to know how the game works, to mix your team (so not every card uses the exact same color of Mana), and to level your
cards up. You can join a guild (or form a one-man-guild) to unlock keys for gold (you get gold by playing games\/treasure
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hunts). To me the key to win the game is that you learn how to manipulate the grid. There are many cards out there who allow
you to e.g. turn a specific color into another color. If you learn how to use that you can give yourself a lot of extra-turns against
your opponent to do damage or to load the spells of your units. Or you can use a goblin - because goblins give you usually one
extra-turn after they used their ability.

Just like "Puzzle Quest", though, you sometimes have the feeling that the game just hates you. The grid seems always to fall for
the enemie's favor, not for yours. That is why I usually go with me trying to manipulate the grid or something else that gives me
extra-turns.

I haven't done that much PvP. First I was afraid it would be pretty much like Hearthstone - you waiting endlessly for your turn
because your opponent takes AGES to decide what (s)he wants to do. "Gems of War" uses "asynchrone" PvP, which means you
can "attack" other players, but they get played by the A.I - so PvP pretty much feels like playing PvE. I can see why this is not
very appealing to some people - for me it's fine, though I am pretty sure I would have lost often if I had battled the actual player,
not the A.I. taking control over the Player's team.

One thing I'd like to mention: the artwork of the cards is "nice", but not "exceptionally good". The style reminds often enough of
a certain MMORPG by a company which name is a synonyme for "Snowstorm" - sometimes the creatures look like they were
directly "borrowed" from there (looking at you, Dragonmoth!). Some "flavor-texts" are EXTREMELY nerdy (though I have
gotten all jokes so far). I do not say it's "bad". It's just nothing "OHMIGAAAAWD that is SO KEEEWL!" .

Another little slip-in: "Gems of War" has TONS of things I did not mention yet. You can play a "Class". You can level that
"Class". Your character can be a part of the team and be equipped with a weapon - or you can leave yourself out of the team,
instead putting another unit in. There are weekly events, for PvE and PvP. There is another Mini Game, called Arena. There is
"Armor" for your character. You can "boost" your kingdom.

All in all I'd say: if you like Match-3-Games try if "Gems of War" is something for you. Since it's free to play you'll just waste
some time, no money, if you don't like it. But if you do like it - beware: it can get you hooked SO easily (*mumbles*
Just--one---more---match)
. Game has a good presentation--good graphics, sound, and decent UI.
The game's mechanics are not what I'm used to and as a result seems counter-intuitive.
I was hoping for something along the lines of Final Fantasy Tactics or Battle for Wesnoth; but it's not quite either of those
games.
Has potential, but for me, it was disappointing.. THSI IS SO FUN TO PLAY
. this game is a beautiful gem.
->farming,building,defending your world against monsters,trading,fishing,little sweet story and a nice comic graphik.
this game is fun and its one of a new game that have no bugs and good content.

[relaxed farming game]

a big thanks to the devs !

Update to version 0.9013:
Hi folks!
Here are the changes of this update:

- Gameplay improvement: we've optimized the performance when there are lots of organisms in the map.

- Gameplay improvement: we've changed the update rate in the navigation system of bots' scripts, so now you can have a higher
frame rate when there are many bots in multiplayer matches.

- Gameplay improvement: we've adjusted some values in the motor cells and in the offensive cells.

- Bug solved: we've fixed some colliders in the Editor map because player's organism could get stuck there.
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- Bug solved: in Football and in King of the Puddle, the poisonous cells could damage friendly organisms.

- Bug solved: sometimes, in King of the Puddle, the spawn of the organisms in multiplayer wasn't correct. We aren't sure if this
is completely fixed now, so report us the issue if you experience it.

- Bug solved: rarely, in multiplayer, two players could be spawned together in the same place, so they were stuck. We modified
the algorithm now.

Maybe this week (or surely the next one) we'll launch the full release, so we need your help to make the game better as possible
(almost all bugs fixed).

If you have suggestions, ideas or other, we are here to listen to you!
See you soon!. Update to version 1.002 (New contents):
Hello guys!

We've created 10 new organisms to put in your single player or multiplayer matches!

Some of these "new entries" are easy to kill/eat because some of you told us the game is too hard at the beginning of the match.
Try to hunt organisms as Indifesus fragilis, Bollae dispieganti, Pacificae erboranti and Triangula innocuus to get an easy prey.
Probably the most dangerous organism of this update is the Alianti Spinosae, but if you are fast, you'll have no trouble with it.

Now 3 short notes:

- The aim of this game is to relax the player and entertain him/her for a little time every day.
This is not a AAA game, but it has its advantages ... it is simply DIFFERENT from the other games.

- If the game is too hard at the beginning, you can lower the values in the pre-match window and deselect some organisms you
consider too strong.
You can control these parameters at every loading!

- If you see an organism who disappears or its weapons disappear, it ISN'T a bug, but it simply has some cells that make it
disappear completely or partially; you can do the same!

If you note some unbalanced organisms/cells/features, please tell us, so we can try to balance it

See you at the next update!
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. Update to version 0.9005:
Hello, our budding biologists!
Here is the news:

- Gameplay improvement: we added the new audio to the event: Glaciation.

- Gameplay improvement: now the time to enter in DNA mode is 15 seconds, so the player can't use this way to escape from
dangers.

- Gameplay improvement: in the sexual reproduction, now the players have 40 seconds to reach their partners (before this time
was 30 seconds).

- Gameplay improvement: the start zoom is minor than before.
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- Gameplay improvement: we increased by a little the minimum zoom, so you can have a wider field of view around your
organisms.

- Bug solved: the audio of every climatic event is controllable from Background Volume in Settings/Audio.

- Bug solved: the audio of the currents of water is controllable from Background Volume in Settings/Audio too.

- Bug solved: now the zoom can't overstep its limits.

- Bug solved: some cells in DNA mode could overlap others

- Bug solved: the hot water produced by vulcanos doesn't influence your organisms in DNA mode anymore.

- Bug solved: we tried to fix the problem about the death of the organism in DNA mode after some minutes of editing. This
event never happens in Editor, but only during the matches.

We need your feedback to improve the game, thanks for your support!. New teaser for Multicellular!:
For those of you who don't have the time to watch the trailer, here's the teaser:
https://youtu.be/UX8OkioohKo. Update to version 0.9004 (New free content!):
Hello!

We added 10 new organisms.
If you note some bugs, please let us know!

These are the newcomers:
- Scutum Spinosae
- Torpedo Compacti
- Scalanatis Erbivora
- Predator Ferocis
- Barricatum Codae
- Bombarda Moventis
- Armadillus Botolus
- Artus Grappandi
- Vacum Spugnose
- Paralizantus Distofilo

We suggest you to be careful to: Torpedo Compacti, Bombarda Moventis, Artus Grappandi and Paralizantus Distofilo.

Agility can help you, but be careful to close spaces! ;). Multicellular is now available on Steam Early Access!:
Finally Multicellular is available on Steam!

We decided to release it as Early Access because it is our first game that has the multiplayer feature, so we prefer to be cautious.

The Early Access is a great chance to develop the game together: we are talking about new cells, new organisms, new maps, new
game modes and other ideas!

We would be glad to listen to your advice to improve the gameplay.

Thanks to supporting our studio, we hope you'll have fun with Multicellular!. Update to version 0.9002:
Hello guys!
You've reported us a problem related to the Chinese language, so we're releasing quickly this update to fix it, so you can have
fun playing.
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- Language improvement: many writings in Chinese were very small, so we tried to improve the readability.

- Bug solved: the counter of the countdown in game mode "Football" and "King of the Puddle" was bugged over the 99 seconds.

- Bug solved: some buttons didn't update in DNA mode after keys assigning.

We need your reports you improve the game, so don't be shy! ��. Update to version 0.9010:
Hello friends!
We wanted to fix some bugs, especially in the multiplayer.

- Gameplay improvement: now Multicellular should recognize the language of the player's computer and set the right language
automatically.

- Bug solved: probably we've fixed the bugs that spawned meatballs endlessly.
We aren't able to reproduce this bug on our machines, so we need your feedback to know if now it is fixed, thanks.

- Bug solved: there was an issue with the synchronization of the ball position in the "Football" game mode.

- Bug solved: the new organism "Penetranti Virilix" had some problems with the movements.

- Bug solved: the animations of some "motor cells" didn't work correctly in multiplayer.

- Bug solved: in multiplayer the player could have a different time of the day-night cycle.

- Bug solved: in some situations, the harpoons didn't work correctly, because they didn't apply the force to the preys while they
were moving.

We want to release the full version of the game as soon as possible, so help us to find the bugs, thanks!
See you at the next update folks!
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